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About LinkSync

LinkSync Token is a hyper-deflationary to-
ken with a  maximum circulating supply of 
1Q (quadrillion) built on the Binance Smart 
Chain that includes an  inaccessible burn 
wallet. Depending on each holder’s  per-
centage of ownership, a 12% transaction tax 
is  distributed amongst all holders—this in-
cludes the burn  wallet, which is essentially 
a holder that collects more tokens over time, 
as transactions occur. As the circulating  
supply decreases, the scarcity of the token 
increases. This  creates an inverse relation-
ship between the supply and demand mod-
el. There is no limit to how many tokens can 
be burnt and without a burning limit, hold-
ers get to enjoy an ongoing cycle of passive 
income with positive price pressure!



Crypto investors challenges

New crypto projects re-
leased every day 1

Investors simply cannot evaluate 
and benefit from the latest crypto 
developments. SHIBA INU, Shiba-
Rocket, Shiba Floki, Baby Shiba...
who will skyrocket tomorrow?

1. Buy Bitcoin Worldwide 2. MIT Technology Review

Millions of investors fell for 
‘ponzi’ coins in 2019 2

Scammers like to conceive their 
frauds by claiming that their block-
chain is ‘in development’. Even  
global projects are not immune: 
OneCoin executives walked away 
with $ 4b assets. 

You cannot trust ‘Crypto 
Experts’ says The Financial 
Times 

Most investors are relying on Social 
Media. Beware, from Elon Musk to 
established youtubers, everyone 
are just “insiders talking up their 
interests”.

How the recent crypto mania is putting investors at risk:

900



Our Vision & Mission

LinkSync aims to provide a safe trading environment to early 
crypto investors by designing an online platform that restricts 
access to scam projects while giving increased visibility and in-
sights on promising projects. Our teams of experts will evaluate 
KYC, PoC, white papers, smart contracts and many more. 

LinkSync is going to offer access to all chains on the 
blockchain. By using LinkSync web or app you will 
be able to explore all charts, gain access to features 
like wallet tracking, known pump and dump whales 
tracks, and also have the ability to scan and verify 
a contract, and receive an exclusive access to new 
and secure projects by using Linksync’s launchpad.

How does it work?

Why choose LinkSync?
The answer to that question is simple but at the 
same time, lays deep within the foundation of how 
the industry works. The way a lot of business mod-
els are created is by profiting from ads and allow-
ing wealthy investors to earn profit by manipulat-
ing the markets, while participating in the so called 
“rugpulls”. 
The model that has been created is a pay to win, 
whilst claiming care for the community and the 
users but in reality, taking no measures to protect 
them. Whilst making thousands, the investors are 
getting scammed and loose money on daily basis. 
LinkSync’s goal is to create not only an outstanding 
charting tool system, but also a place where people 
can invest in a safe and secure way.



LinkSync Solution

01
The way the voting and trending will work is by buy-
ing SYNC tokens, which will then be collected and 
sent to a burn address. By applying this function, we 
are not only making sure that the votes are real, but 
we are also going to speed up the burning process of 
LinkSync’s native token.

People who try to manipulate the trending of differ-
ent projects on our platform will not just get removed 
but also get marked as scam and untrustworthy. If 
you are approaching the Defi space with bad  inten-
tions we have a message for you “You’re not welcome 
here, no matter how much money  you have!”

$ value will be added to LinkSync’s liquidity pool with 
every transaction and continuously over time, to en-
sure the LP pools stays healthy, grows organically, at-
tracts bigger investors but also stay sustainable over 
time.

When LinkSync launchpad is released, you will be 
able to stake your tokens straight from our platform 
and get exclusive access to new, exciting projects, 
coming to the market. All coins/tokens must meet 
LinkSync’s requirements in order to be listed.
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Tokenomics
There would be a 12% tax on every transaction:

Every holder will receive reflections, whenever 
there is a buy or sell transaction, giving them 
an incentive  to hold their tokens and receive 
passive income. As the volume increases, so 
will the reflections.

The function will add 3% from each transaction 
to the liquidity pool, making sure that with the  
organic growth of LinkSync, the LP pool grows 
too, to allow the creation of a more sustainable 
network over the time.

To  ensure stability, during the creation of the 
project and help overcome obstacles in the 
development and/or marketing there is a 3% 
fixed tax, from which all funds will be used  to 
continuously upgrade and expand the ecosys-
tem of LinkSync, and also assist in building the 
team, pay salaries, and cover business costs.

The buyback function will be collecting 2% tax 
with every transaction, creating a safe reserve, 
that  will be used for manual buy-backs, which 
will allow us to keep the market sustainable. 
Every time there is a buyback the collected to-
kens will be burned.

4%

Distributed 
between 
holders.

3%

Goes to
marketing 
and  devel-

opment.

2%

Goes to 
buyback

wallet.

3%

Goes to the
LP pool.
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Token Distribution

10% of the tokens will be held as a reserve from which:

Will go to a marketing wallet. 
100% of those funds will be  used 
for airdrops and exchange list-
ings.

Will be held as a reserve for  the 
Linksync team members and will 
be  locked.

4%

6%



RoadMap



Contact Us

www.linksync.tech

www.twitter.com/LinkSync_Tech

www.t.me/linksyncofficial

www.discord.gg/linksync


